1. Introduction. This paper is a survey of some recent work concerning the generalisations of the moment map construction appropriate for various di erent quaternionic geometries. The non-singular versions of these constructions are a little under ten years old, but in many examples one considers, the interesting cases are often singular. It is therefore useful to have some sort of general theory covering the singular case.
In symplectic geometry, Sjamaar & Lerman SL] have provided such a theory, showing how one obtains a strati cation of arbitrary symplectic quotients by symplectic manifolds. In the quaternionic cases, such strong results are not yet known. Indeed, for one type of quaternionic geometry such a result is false, as will be described below. However, the ideas of Sjamaar & Lerman do enable one to divide up the quaternionic quotients into well-behaved pieces.
We will start by describing the quaternionic geometries involved and the nonsingular versions of the moment map construction. The emphasis will be on the similarities with symplectic geometry. The rest of the paper will then discuss the singular cases and give illustrative examples.
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R 3 , the almost complex structure aI + bJ + cK is integrable and K ahler with respect to g.
Examples of hyperK ahler manifolds include at-space R 4n , with the structure obtained by identifying it with H n , and the torus T 4n .
The main non-trivial, compact example is that of a K3-surface: this is a complex surface with 1 = 0 and c 1 = 0; for example, (x 4 + y 4 + z 4 + w 4 = 0) C P (3). The existence of a hyperK ahler metric on these surfaces is a consequence Bea] of Yau's proof Yau] of the Calabi conjecture. Higher-dimensional, compact examples may be built out of these building blocks Bea]. Although these metrics are not known explicitly, some of them may be obtained via a deformation argument Pa] known as the Kummer construction, which Joyce J1{3] has recently extended to obtain the rst examples of compact manifolds with holonomy Spin(7) (dimension 8) and G 2 (dimension 7).
Suppose a Lie group G acts on a hyperK ahler manifold M, preserving the complex structures I, J and K and the metric g. Using the three symplectic structures ! I , ! J , ! K we may attempt to de ne symplectic moment maps I ; J ; K : M ! g by dh I ; Xi = i X ! I ; etc.
If these exist, they may be combined into one hyperK ahler moment map : M ! g Im H ;
This de nition is reasonable as we have: Theorem HKLR] . If G acts freely and properly on a hyperK ahler manifold M, preserving the hyperK ahler structure and with moment map , then ?1 (0)=G is a hyperK ahler manifold of dimension dim M ? 4 dim G. E x a m p l e . Let U(1) act on H n = R 4n by left-multiplication by e i . Then a hyperK ahler moment map for this action is given by a + jb 7 ! i(kak 2 ? kbk 2 ? 1) + 2k a t b; for a; b 2 C n . Note that although U(1) does not act freely on the whole of H n , it does act freely on the zero set ?1 (0) and so the above theorem may be applied.
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The hyperK ahler metric constructed this way is complete, because the metric on H n is complete, ?1 (0) is closed and U(1) is compact. Topologically, the hyperK ahler quotient is T C P (n ? 1), where the map to C P (n ? 1) is given by (a; b) 7 ! a], and in fact the metric obtained is one rst described by Calabi Ca1{2] via K ahler potentials.
Let us consider the four-dimensional case T C P (1). Near in nity this metric is asymptotically close to the standard metric on C 2 =f 1g. Hitchin H1] showed how the twistor construction could be used to obtain the metric on T C P (1) when this space is regarded as the minimal resolution of the singular space C 2 =f 1g. Note that various technical conditions need to be added to make this example precise. Also because the construction is in nite-dimensional, rather than nite-dimensional, one has to work a little more to apply the theorem of HKLR]. However, many particular cases of such moduli spaces may be obtained via the nite-dimensional hyperK ahler quotient construction; a few of these will be seen later. The assumption of irreducibility of the connections is present merely to ensure that the quotient is non-singular.
The second type of quaternionic geometry to be considered is that of quaternionic K ahler manifolds: as will be explained below, these should be regarded as the non-zero scalar curvature analogue of hyperK ahler manifolds.
Let (M; g) be a Riemannian manifold equipped with a subbundle G of EndTM such that G has rank 3 and locally has bases fI;J;Kg such that I 2 = J 2 = K 2 = ?1 and IJ = K = ?JI. Then we may construct a globally de ned 4-form by the local formula = ! I^!I + ! J^!J + ! K^!K :
If the dimension of M is at least 8, we say that M is quaternionic K ahler if r = 0, where r is the Levi-Civita connection of g. Recall that such a result is not true in almost Hermitian geometry.
The stabiliser of under the action of GL(4n; R) is the group Sp(n) Sp(1) = (Sp(n) Sp(1))=f(?1; ?1)g. Thus a quaternionic K ahler manifold is a manifold whose holonomy group is a subgroup of Sp(n) Sp(1). This implies Sa] that quaternionic K ahler manifolds are Einstein. The curvature of G is a multiple of the scalar curvature s, so quaternionic K ahler manifolds of scalar curvature zero are locally hyperK ahler. For this reason we will take the term quaternionic K ahler to include the condition that s be non-zero.
If M is four-dimensional, then G may be identi ed with 2 ? via the metric. The four-form , is just ?6 times the volume form and is so always parallel. Instead one de nes M 4 to be quaternionic K ahler if it is self-dual and Einstein, with non-zero scalar curvature, since this gives M 4 the same curvature properties with respect to G as in higher dimensions.
Examples of quaternionic K ahler manifolds include the symmetric metrics on H P (n), Gr 2 (C n ), Gr 4 (R n ), G 2 = SO (4) where (rX) G is the component of the endomorphism rX lying in G and is a nonzero multiple, determined by the dimension, of the (constant) scalar curvature. Note that there are no arbitrary constants in this de nition, unlike the construction of the symplectic moment map, and that the quaternionic K ahler moment map always exists. Also, as is vector-bundle-valued, there is only one level set to consider, namely ?1 (0). Theorem GL] . Suppose G acts freely and properly on a quaternionic K ahler manifold M preserving the quaternionic K ahler structure (g; G). Then ?1 (0)=G is a quaternionic K ahler manifold of dimension dimM ? 4 dimG.
As is bundle-valued, it is useful to have an alternative method to compute ?1 (0).
Over each quaternionic K ahler manifold M, there is a hyperK ahler manifold U(M), which is a principal (H = 1 = SO(3) R >0 )-bundle Sw]. The action of H on U(M) does not preserve the complex structures I, J and K individually, but does preserve the two sphere faI +bJ +cK : a 2 +b 2 +c 2 = 1 g. If a group G acts on M preserving the quaternionic K ahler structure then this action lifts to an action on U(M) preserving the hyperK ahler structure. On U(M) we may choose the unique hyperK ahler moment map hk such that hk (x q) = q hk (x) q; this map always exists. In Sw] it was shown MOMENT MAPS AND QUATERNIONIC GEOMETRY 5 that ?1 hk (0) = ?1 ?1 (0), where : U(M) ! M is the projection, and that U( ?1 (0)=G) = ?1 hk (0)=G; i.e. the hyperK ahler quotient of U(M) is the hyperK ahler manifold associated to the quaternionic K ahler quotient of M. E x a m p l e . Let M be quaternionic projective space H P (n). Then U(M) is (the Z=2-quotient of) H n+1 n f0g with H acting by right-multiplication.
Consider the action of S 1 on H P (n) given by e i q 0 ; : : : ; q n ] = e i q 0 ; : : : ; e i q n ]:
Then the moment map is (q) = q t iq = i(kak 2 ? kbk 2 ) + 2k a t b; where q = a + jb with a; b 2 C n+1 . Note that the above formula for is valid both for the quaternionic K ahler moment map on H P (n) and for the hyperK ahler moment map hk on H n+1 n f0g, in the former case it just needs to be interpreted as being G-valued. If q = a + jb lies in ?1 (0), then a and b are orthogonal and of equal length.
It is now straightforward to show Ga] that the quaternionic K ahler quotient is ?1 (0)=S 1 = Gr 2 (C n+1 ): E x a m p l e . Similarly the diagonal action of Sp(1) on H P (n), gives f Gr 4 (R n+1 ) as the quaternionic K ahler quotient.
The above two examples are very special as the resulting quaternionic K ahler quotients are smooth and compact. For S 1 -actions there is the following recent result: Theorem Ba] . Suppose N is a compact quaternionic K ahler manifold of positive scalar curvature such that N is the quaternionic K ahler quotient of some quaternionic K ahler manifold M by an S 1 -action. Then N = Gr 2 (C n ).
The proof of this may be brie y sketched as follows. If X is the vector eld generated by the S 1 -action and is the moment map, then In dimensions 4 and 8 this question has been answered a rmatively by Hitchin H2] and Poon & Salamon PS] (see also LS]), respectively.
Note that the situation for complete quaternionic K ahler metrics of negative scalar curvature is very di erent: LeBrun has shown Le] that C 2n has in nitely many such metrics.
Thus, we are naturally lead to considering the quotient construction in the singular case.
3. Singular Quotients in HyperK ahler Geometry. Let The crucial part of this result is the construction of the hyperK ahler metric on T G C which was originally done by Kronheimer K1] . The idea is that T G C may be identi ed G-equivariantly with a moduli space of solutions of Nahm's equations. These equations One can now show that the quotient is indeed a hyperK ahler manifold. Nahm's equations are precisely the self-duality equations for the curvature of the R 3 -invariant connection T 0 dt+T 1 dx 1 +T 2 dx 2 +T 3 dx 3 on the trivial principal G-bundle over 0; 1] R 3 (for example, see AH]). Thus the above moduli space is a particular example of a hyperK ahler moduli space of instantons as mentioned above. Unfortunately, unlike the symplectic case, the above manifold no longer provides a normal form for the hyperK ahler moment map: note that any hyperK ahler equivalence is necessarily an isometry and thus is much stronger than a symplectomorphism.
However, there is an alternative approach. Consider the symplectic case. Given We do not yet know whether the above union is a strati cation, or even a decomposition, of the hyperK ahler quotient; though it would not be surprising if one does get a strati cation this way. E x a m p l e . Suppose G is a classical Lie group (U(n), SU(n), O(n) or Sp(n)). Let g C be the complexi cation of the Lie algebra of G. Inside g C we have the nilpotent variety N which consists of all nilpotent matrices in g C . This variety is preserved by the adjoint action of G C and decomposes as a union of nilpotent orbits. Each orbit is a smooth complex manifold carrying the Kostant-Kirillov-Souriau complex symplectic structure, so is of even complex dimension. Kronheimer K4] showed that each nilpotent 8 A. F. SWANN orbit carries a hyperK ahler structure. As above this is proved by identifying the orbit with a moduli space of solutions to Nahm's equations.
However, the nilpotent variety as a whole may be obtained as a nite-dimensional hyperK ahler quotient of at space KS]. In the case of G = SU(n) the construction is as follows (see also Na] ). The at space we consider is The hyperK ahler quotient ?1 (0)=K is then precisely the nilpotent variety in sl(n; C ). The identi cation with the nilpotent variety is via the map ( a ; a ) 7 ! X := n?1 n?1 :
As de ned, X is an endomorphism of C n . However, when ( a ; a ) lies in ?1 (0) it follows from the moment map equations that X n = 0 and hence X is nilpotent. In particular, X is trace-free and so lies in sl(n; C ).
Note that by considering a non-zero value of the above moment map, Nakajima Na] has obtained the cotangent bundle T U(n) U(1) n as a (non-singular) hyperK ahler quotient. In fact, Nakajima obtains a complete hyperK ahler metric on the cotangent bundle of any ag manifold for U(n) this way, but the method does not extend to ag manifolds for other groups.
3. Singular Quotients in Quaternionic K ahler Geometry. In the quaternionic K ahler case, despite the close links with the hyperK ahler quotient construction, we do not get the quaternionic K ahler quotient as a union of quaternionic K ahler manifolds.
Suppose G acts properly on a quaternionic K ahler manifold M preserving the quaternionic K ahler structure. At point x of M, the stabiliser H = stab G (x) acts on the bundle G of local almost complex structures. As H acts isometrically and preserves the orientation we have a map : H ! SO(3). We will consider two such maps to be equivalent if they are conjugate in SO(3). Let M (H); denote the set of points with stabiliser conjugate to H and representation H ! SO(3) conjugate to . A similar notation without brackets will be used when conjugation is not to be considered. Then the quaternionic K ahler quotient splits into three pieces U Gr 2 (C n ) C P (n ? 1); where U is open, dense and quaternionic K ahler. The part C P (n ? 1) comes from the points ja; 1], where a 2 C n has jaj 2 = 1. Such points have the cyclic group Z=p + q as stabiliser. Thus, if n is even we obtain a submanifold of the quotient which does not even have the correct dimension to be quaternionic K ahler.
The nal case to consider is: d) If (H) is nite but not cyclic, then M H; is a totally real submanifold of M and hence S (H); does not inherit any local almost complex structures from M.
This last case actually occurs, as the following example illustrates. E x a m p l e . Let Sp(1) = SU(2) act on H P (4) via its irreducible representation on H 5 = S 9 C 2 . Suppose fx;yg is an orthonormal basis for C 2 = H such that y = jx.
Then the element x 9 + 6 p 7x 3 y 6 ] lies in the zero set of the moment for the action of Sp(1) and for this point, (H) is the dihedral group D 6 .
